Baire in his important thesis f has given a number of interesting theorems concerning pointwise discontinuous functions.
For their demonstration he employs the concept of semi-(i. e., upper or lower) continuity. £ However necessary the concept may be for subsequent portions of his investigation, its introduction is not needed for the particular theorems referred to. When the unnecessary element is removed, the principles of their demonstration, although very different in foim, become equivalent to those used by Osgood § in the derivation of his theorem relating to the convergence of series of continuous functions.
(Cf. § 5 below.)
The object of the following paper is, in part, to establish the theorems without going so far as to introduce the notion of upper continuity, thus reducing the proof to somewhat lower terms.
It is found that Baire has restricted f(x, y) more than is necessary in the following theorem :
lff(x, y) is continuous in x and y separately and has a partial derivative df/dx at every point of T: a = x = b, c = y = d, this derivative, regarded as a function of (x, y), is at most only pointwise discontinuous. In fact, it suffices here to add to the hypothesis of the existence of dfjdx the condition that f(x, y) shall be continuous in y upon a set of parallels to the _F-axis which are everywhere dense in T (see theorem II).
Other extensions of Baire's results will be noted further on (cf. theorems III and V).
It is believed that in the analysis given here the necessary principles have been arranged and combined in so simple a form as to permit quick and easy [April application to other problems of like character which may arise.
As instances of such application I will cite the two following theorems, which I think are new and which constitute a second object of this paper :
Theorem VI.* If throughout the field T:
a^x^b, c^y^d, the function f(x, y) is continuous in x when y is constant and in y when x is constant, then F(x) = £f(x,y)dy is at most a pointwise discontinuous function in the interval a = x = 6. Theorem VII.
If at every point of T the integrand possesses a partial derivative f"x(x, y) which is continuous in the variables x and y considered separately, the integral E(x)
will have a derivative in some set of points which is everywhere dense in (a, b) , and the value of the derivative at the points here found will be obtained by differentiating with respect to the parameter under the integral sign ; i. e., E'(x) = £f'x(x,y)dy.
Furthermore, these points are points of continuity for j f'x{x^y)dyConcerning the former of the two theorems it may be remarked that it has been known previously f that when \f(x, y)\ has an upper limit in T the integral F (x) is continuous in (ab). The cases of pointwise discontinuity therefore arise only when there is no upper limit for \f(x, y)\. § 1. The preliminary principles.
We shall first demonstrate the following very simple Fundamental Principle : J If to every point pt of a continuum (or of a perfect set of points) § a positive number 8¿ is assigned in any manner, then there is some portion of the continuum (some perfect subset) where the points q{ * The two theorems are numbered with reference to the place in which they are proved later on.
tAKZELA, Atti della R. Accademia dei Lincei, ser. 4, vol. 1 (1884-5) Further let Q. denote the set of points q{ for which 8. > Ç.. Clearly Q. will be contained in Qh-i-1^5 nowi the principle stated is false, then there is some portion of the continuum (some perfect subset) which contains no points of Qx. Within this portion (subset) there must be another part (perfect set) which is free from the points of Q2, and so on. The limit of this series of sub-portions (sub-sets), contained each within the preceding, is either a point f to which belongs a non-negative number smaller than any Ç., or a set of such points. But 0 is the only number having this property.
This, however, contradicts the hypothesis that to every point there corresponds a positive number.
The fundamental principle is therefore established.
By placing 8. = 1/8'. and D = 1/D' the principle may be put also into the following form : If to every point of the continuum a positive number 8'. is assigned in any way, the points qi for which 8! < D' must be everywhere dense in some portion of the continuum, provided D' is sufficiently large.
Consider next the set S of points st for which the assigned numbers 8. fall between D and 1/D.
It will be seen at once that there must be some portion of the continuum (some perfect subset) in which the points s{ are everywhere dense, provided, of course, that D is sufficiently small. . Since the points of S are everywhere dense in the part of the continuum (perfect set) now under consideration, there must be some subportion (some perfect subset) in which the points of some one of the sets S{ are everywhere dense. As, moreover, the value of e may be made as small as desired, we obtain the following simple Extension of the fundamental principle : If to every point of a continuum (perfect set of points) a positive number 8. is assigned in any manner, then for a sufficiently small value of D there is some portion of the continuum (some perfect subset) containing a set of points everywhere dense, for which the values of 8. not only are greater than D but differ from one another by less than an arbitrarily assigned positive quantity e.
*The points qt are said to be dense with respect to the subset, if within a sphere of any radius, described about any point of the subset as center, there lies always a point q¡.
t Cf. Bericht, p. 58.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use [April In the case of a continuum of two or more dimensions it will be desirable not merely to know the existence of some portion of the continuum in which the points q. are everywhere dense, but to ascertain also their distribution on a field of curves or surfaces which completely fill that portion.
Inasmuch as every surface can be regarded as composed of curves, it will suffice here to consider the distribution of the q. with respect to a continuous curve-system.
For simplicity we shall confine our attention to a system of parallel straight lines, the results obtained being easily capable of extension to other curve-systems.
Let first a portion of space be selected from the continuum in the form of a right cylinder having its axis parallel to the given system of parallel straight lines.
For the case of a two dimensional continuum the cylinder shall be understood to be a rectangle.
Consider then the segment intercepted upon any one of the parallels by the cylinder.
Since each segment is itself a continuum, there must be for a sufficiently small value of D some portion of the segment in which the points q, having o\ > D ave everywhere dense.
Denote for any segment the length of such a portion by L and the corresponding value of D by D.. We will then assign to the segment (or, if we prefer, to its intersection with the base of the cylinder) the smaller of the two numbers L and Dr
Call it s{. Now the set of segments (intersections) is perfect, and therefore by our " fundamental principle " the segments (intersections) for which si > S must be everywhere dense in some portion of the cylinder (base), provided that S is a sufficiently small number. Take any such portion and let this dense set of segments be denoted by G.
Divide any element of this new portion into equal parts not exceeding »5/2 in length, and through the points of division pass planes parallel to the base of the cylinder, thereby dividing the portion under consideration into a finite number of component cylinders.
Each segment of G contains at least one interval of length s. > S along which the points qi having o\ > s¿ > S are everywhere dense.
Consequently some one of the component cylinders must intercept an interval of length S/2, upon which the points q{ ave everywhere dense.
Since also the lines of G were everywhere dense before the subdivision into component cylinders took place, these intercepted intervals of length S/2 must be everywhere dense in some portion of one or more of the component cylinders.
We obtain thus the following addendum to our fundamental principle : Addendum.
When the continuum is a portion of a plane or a space of higher dimensions, it is possible to select the region in which the points qi are everywhere dense so as to fulfill the following condition : For a sufficiently small but fixed value of D there is throughout the region a dense set of parallels, upon each of which the q. are everywhere dense ; and the direction of the parallels may be assigned arbitrarily before seeking the region. § 2. Application to derivatives.
Letf(x)
he a function of a real variable having a derivative at every point of an interval (a, 6) of the AT-axis. If e be a small arbitrarily assigned positive quantity, any point pi in ( a, b ) can be made the center of an interval 28. within
I shall assign to each point p{ such a positive number ¿\. Then, by § 1, for a sufficiently small D the points q. for which ¿\ > D must be dense in some portion of (a, b).
Let (a, b') be such a portion, and denote by Qi the dense set of points q{ within (a, b').
Then for any two points qx and q2 whose distance I ii -?21 <wes not excee(I D we have
Consequently the variation of f'(x), taken for the set Qi and for any subinterval of ( d, 6' ) not greater than D in length, will not be greater than 4e.
The fundamental principle has been used thus to obtain a portion of the continuum in which there is a dense set of points with a certain specified property. Our second step in this and subsequent demonstrations consists in the extension of the property to all points of the portion.
In the special case before us now, every point p of (a, b'), and in particular a point p which does not belong to Qn has a small neighborhood 2A such that
where e' is an arbitrary small prescribed quantity,
As e' is arbitrarily small, we conclude from (1) and (2) that the variation of f'(x) in any portion of (a, 6') not exceeding D in length will not exceed -66.
This brings us to the third and final step of this and similar demonstrations ; namely, the establishment of the pointwise discontinuous character of the function under consideration after it has been demonstrated that there is some por-[April tion of the original field in which the variation of the function does not exceed an arbitrarily prescribed quantity f,.
The reasoning is so familiar that I give it here once for all, remarking merely that it is applicable to fields of two or more dimensions as well as to intervals.
Take any series of decreasing positive numbers £,, f2, • • • having 0 as their limit.
Inside the part of the field in which the variation does not exceed f, there must be, by like reasoning, a part in which the variation does not exceed £2 ; in the interior of this another part in which the variation does not exceed f3, and so on. The limit of this series of intervals or regions, taken each entirely in the interior of the preceding, is a point (or set of points) at which the function is continuous.
Furthermore, as the argument applies to any portion of the initial field, the points of continuity must be everywhere dense, and the function is at most only pointwise discontinuous.
Applied to f (x) in the particular case before us, this reasoning gives at once the following theorem :
If a function of a real variable x has a derivative at every point of an interval (a, b), this derivative is at most only pointwise discontinuous in the interval (Baire).* It is well known that the points of continuity in the case of a pointwise discontinuous function have the power of a continuum.
The same remark applies to all other sets of points obtained in this paper (cf. theorem VII) by the above method.
In fact, to each value of Ç. there was found between a and b, or between any two points of ( a, 6 ), a certain interval with specified property.
Consequently the totality of points which cannot be included in the interior of such intervals is nowhere dense in ( a, b ). Call this set of points Bi. Corresponding to f,, f2, • • • we have an enumerable set of such sets Bi, each nowhere dense in ( a, b ), and these together constitute what Baire calls a point-set of the first category.^
The complementary point-set, which consists of such points as we obtain by our method, has the power of a continuum. J Theorem I may be extended to one-side derivatives. The extension is not without some interest, for it is known that the four derivatives of a function, when distinct throughout an interval, must be totally discontinuous. § The possibilities in respect to continuity are accordingly settled for the various species of derivatives.
For extension of the above theorem to one-side derivatives Baire's proof requires no modification. The proof given here may be modified as follows.
Suppose that only a right-hand derivative f'+(x) exists in (a, 6). Assign * Baire deduces the theorem as a corollary of the fundamental theorem which will be quoted at the beginning of § 3 ; loc. For a sufficiently small D there will be some subinterval (a, b') in which the points q. for which 8. > Z) are everywhere dense. Take within it two such points, qx and q2 = qx + h, ^or wni°b 0<A = 2?/2. We have the three Take next any point p of (a, b') not belonging to Q. and let 8 < Z> be a number assigned to it in accordance with (3). Since p is the limit of a set of points q. which lie to the right of it, we may choose from Q. some point qi =p + h for which 0 < A < S/2. Then if we replace qx by p and q2 by q., the inequalities (4)-(7) will hold as before. Consequently \/'MÙ-A(p)\<Î t follows therefore that the variation of f+ (x) for any portion of (a, b') which does not exceed D/2 in length will not be greater than Ç, = 4e. The conclusion that y^ce) is at most only pointwise discontinuous then follows in the manner previously described.
We shall consider next a function f(x, y) which has a partial derivative df/dx at every point of a field T defined by a = x = b, c = y = d.
By virtue of this hypothesis f( x, y) must be continuous with respect to x. We suppose also that it is continuous with respect to y upon a set of parallels x = x{ to the J^axis which are everywhere dense in T, and proceed then to examine the character of df/dx in regard to continuity when both x and y are [April varied. Any point p = (x, y) may be made the center of an interval parallel to the axis of x and having such a length* 28 that (8) f(x + h,y) -f(x, y) _ df(x, y)
A dx <e (\h\<¿).
By the "addendum "of § 1 it is possible for a sufficiently small value of D to find a part of T T:
where the points q. having 6\ > D will be everywhere dense upon each line of some system of parallels, y = y., which is itself everywhere dense throughout T'. Let x = xx and x = xx + A be any two lines within T' along which f(x, y) is continuous with respect to y.
Then, h being fixed in value, the difference quotient (9) r(xx,y) = ^Xx + h^¡-f^yŵ ill be a continuous function of y on the line x = xx. Denote by LL' any segment of the line in which the variation of (9) is less than a prescribed e, and upon LL' as a side construct within 7" a rectangle LL'M'M having its second aide I'M'<D.
Consider the variation of df(x, y)/dx in this rectangle, and first of all upon the dense set of parallels y = y..
If the intersection (xx, yf) of xx with one of these parallels is not itself one of the points q{, it is the limit of a set of such points upon y = y., and we may take a point q = (x, y,) so close to (a;,, y}) that the difference of the values of the different quotient r(x, y) at these two points will be numerically less than an arbitrarily assigned quantity e'. At the second point q we have Since, furthermore, on the one hand, the variation of r(x, y) upon LL' is less than e, and, on the other hand, the variation of df/dx upon y = y is less than Ç=6e by the proof of theorem I, it follows at once that the total variation of df/dx, taken for the set of parallels y = y¡, will be less than e+2(6e)+2(e+e').
Since also e' is arbitrary, it will not exceed 15e.
Bring next into consideration the points of the rectangle which do not lie upon the dense set of parallels y = y¡. For any such point (x, y) we can find another point (x", y) so near to it that I /( x",y')-f(x, y ) df(x', y) I (10)
x" -x' dx <e.
* In this and other cases Baiee considers the maximum interval 2<i fulfilling the condition imposed and proves that <î as a funotion of (x, y) is "semi-continue supérieurement."
In the method which is here being followed, it is unnecessary to introduce the maximum i. Now if neither point lies upon a line of continuity iovf(x, y) with respect to y, we can take a pair of such points, (x, y) and (x", y), so close to them that /Uv \/(ñ",y')-f(x,y') f(x", y) -f(x, y)
x -x <e, while if either point lies upon such a line of continuity we have merely to identify it in (11) with the corresponding point of the second pair. Having now two points upon lines of y-continuity, by varying y we can find one of the dense set of parallels y = y. so near to y = y that where e' is arbitrarily small. As the variation of df/dx upon the dense set of parallels y = y does not exceed 15e, we conclude from the last inequality that the variation of df/dx in the rectangle LL'M'N will not exceed 15e +2e=17e. This rectangle can now be substituted in place of the original field. By indefinitely decreasing £, = 176 we obtain as the limit of a series of rectangles, lying each within the preceding, a point of continuity of df/dx considered as a function of (x, y).
This proves the following theorem ; Theorem II. If f(x, y) at every point of Tpossesses a partial derivative df(x, y)/dx and if, furthermore, there is in T an everywhere dense set of parallels x-=xi upon which f(x, y) is continuous in y, then df(x, y)/dx as a function of (x, y) is at most only pointwise discontinuous.
For the sake of completeness I call attention to Baire's important remark* that when the derivative df/dy exists as well as df/dx, there must be at least a set of points everywhere dense throughout T at which both derivatives are continuous, and at which, therefore, f(x,y) has a differential. The proof follows immediately by making the values of f,, f2, ?3, • • • refer alternately to the variation of the two derivatives. and with respect to x on a set of parallels to the X-axis everywhere dense in T, then f(x, y) as a function of the two variables together is at most only point-wise discontinuous ; and the points of continuity in T will be everywhere dense upon any curve having an equation of the form y = cb(x), wherein <p(x) is a continuous function ofx* ScHÖNFLiE8,f commenting on this theorem, has remarked that although Baire's hypothesis of continuity with respect to x is stated for a dense set of parallel straight lines, this is clearly an unessential specialization, for in place of this set of parallels "eine überall dichte Curvenschar" could be substituted. There is, however, nothing in Bàire's work to indicate the mode of distribution of the points of continuity along such a system of curves y = ep.(x) as Schönflies suggests.
I shall complete the result by establishing the following theorem : Theorem III. If f(x, y) is continuous with respect to y at every point of T and with respect to x upon a set of curves everywh' , dense and having equations of the form y = cbi(x), in which </>,(x) is cot mous in x, then f(x, y) as a function of (x, y) is continuous at all the intersections of these curves with some set of parallels to the Y-axis which are likewise everywhere dense in T.
Proof
To every line x = x4 in the field T let a positive number 8. be so assigned that the variation of f(x, y) inany segment not exceeds,? 8. in length will not exceed a fixed but arbitrarily prescribed e. According to our fundamental principle, for a sufficiently small value of D the set of lines x = I;, for which o\ > D must be dense in some portion of T.
Suppose such a portion T' to-be included between x = f, and x = f2, and denote the dense set of lines between these limits by S.
We shall establish first that the characteristic property of the lines of H holds within T' for every parallel to the JT-axis.
Consider for this purpose any line x = x which is not known to belong to 3.
It is cut by the curves y = <p,(x) in a dense set of points (x ,yf). Take now any two points whatsoever of the line, (x', y) and (x', y"), for which | y -y" I = D.
If these points are not themselves included in the dense set of intersections (x',yf), we can take two of the intersections (x ,yf), (x ,y}) which lie so near to these two points that simultaneously in which e' is arbitrarily small. Then since (x', yf), (x , yf) are points of continuity oif(x, y) as a function of x, they may be made the centers of intervals parallel to the A^-axis and so small that in either interval the variation of f(x, y) will be less than e'. Furthermore, since the lines of H are everywhere dense in T', the two intervals will be cut by certain lines of the set. Let (f, yf), (£', y.) be the intersections of the two intervals with some one of these lines. We now have the inequalities
It follows then by combination of these with the inequality above that \f(x',y')-f(x',y")\<e + 3e', and hence, since e is arbitrary,
We have thus shown that the variation of f(x, y) in T' upon any parallel to the JT-axis will not exceed e for any segment of the parallel not greater than D in length.
Any point (x,, yf) within T' at which f(x, y) is continuous with respect to x can now be made the center of a rectangle, with sides parallel to the axes of x and of y, in which the variation of f(x, y) does not exceed 3e. For suppose it first to be made the center of an interval (x, -8', x, + 81) parallel to the A^-axis in which the variation does not exceed e. Then the rectangle bounded by x = xx -8', x = xx + 8', y = yx -D, y = yx+D.
or so much of it as lies in T', fulfills the conditions stated. Let the value of e be now diminished. Corresponding to an indefinitely diminishing series e', e", e'", • • ■ we will have a series of rectangles T', T", T'", ■ ■ ■ having the same altitude as T and lying each within the preceding.
The limit of this series of rectangles is a line y = n (or a continuous set of such lines) which has the following property : Every point of the line at which f(x, y) is continuous with respect to x is also a point of continuity otf(x, y) with respect to (x, y), inasmuch as it can be enclosed in a series of rectangles in which the variation oif(x, y) is successively not greater than 3e', 3e", 3e'", • • •. In particular, every point in which the line is cut by the curves y = ep{(x) is a point of continuity olf(x, y).
If the original field T is divided into two parts by a parallel to the F'-axis, our reasoning applies to each part.
The lines y = n are therefore everywhere dense in T. This proves the theorem.
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 14 E. B. VAN vleck; some theorems [April One particular case of theorem III is worthy of special note, that in which f(x, y) is continuous in x and y separately at every point of T. Applied to this case the theorem becomes the following corollary : Theorem IV. . Iff(x, y) is continuous in x and y separately, there exists. in T an everywhere dense set of parallels to the Y-axis (also to the X-axis), at every point ofwhich f(x, y) is continuous in (x, y) . This is merely another statement of the following conclusion of Baire : * Theorem IV.
Iff(x, y) is continuous in x and y separately within T, the projections upon the axis ofx of all points of discontinuity whose measure is greater than an arbitrarily prescribed positive quantity a will be nowhere dense.
To establish the equivalence of the two statements, it suffices to note that, by the proof of IV, between any two parallels to the F^axis containing points of discontinuity which have a measure greater than a, there may be inserted one of our strips T' for which ax = 3e may be taken less than a. Because 3e is an upper limit for the measure of discontinuity at all interior points of T', it follows that the projections of the discontinuities having a measure > a can be nowhere dense. Conversely, if IV be assumed, theorem IV at once results by application of familiar principles.
In the method which I have given here, attention has been concentrated upon the parallels of continuity for f(x, y ) rather than upon those containing points of discontinuity.
This makes it easy to make the following advance beyond Baire's result : Theorem V. Upon the hypothesis enunciated in theorem IV there exists also a set of lines everywhere dense in T and parallel to the Y-axis, upon each of which f(x, y) as a function of (x, y) is uniformly continuous.f
To prove this theorem consider again the strip T'. Divide any interior line x = x into segments equal to or less than D/2 in length by means of the points (x,yf), (x',yf), ••-, (x, yf).
Each point (x\ yf) can be made the center of an interval 2o\ parallel to the axis, in which the variation of f(x, y) does not exceed a prescribed e. Let er be the smallest of the numbers cr. and mark out a strip of T' bounded by the parallels x = x' -cr, x = x' + a.
Take now any two points (x, y), (x", y") in the interior of the strip such that \y -y"\ = D/2, and make each point the center of an interval of length D *The proof given above is much simpler than that of Baibe (loo. cit., pp 88-94), who does not make use of the theorem of which III was an extension.
fThe term "uniformly continuous" here signifies that if any e is arbitrarily prescribed, a value 6 can be found such that for the vicinity of all points ( x', -if ) of the line considered the variation of f(x, y) will be less than f whan \x -x71 =^, \y -y'\ -i, provided, of course, (x, y ) lies within the field T.
parallel to the axis of y. It has been seen that the variation off(x, y) in either of these intervals does not exceed e. Since also they will cut in common some one of the n intervals cr., we have \f(x,y)-f(x",y")\ = 3e.
If now we confine ourselves to the strip S bounded by ia ia X = X -ñl x = x + g} , every point in S may be made the center of a square, the sides of which are parallel to the axes and have a length equal to the smaller of the two numbers <r and D. Within the square (or such part of the square as is contained in T) the variation of f(x, y) will not exceed 6e.
The strip S may now be substituted in place of T, and the reasoning be repeated.
To a sequence of indefinitely diminishing values e,, e2, e3, •■ • there corresponds a series of strips of decreasing breadth, contained each in the preceding, and the limit is a line x = x on which f(x, y) is uniformly continuous. Obviously, also, such lines will be found between any two parallels to the axis of y, and they are accordingly everywhere dense in T. § 4. Theorems concerning integrals.
Suppose that (15) F(x) = £f(x,.y)dy is the integral of any function f(x, y) which in the rectangle T is continuous in x and y separately.
We have just found in T a strip »S for which the following property holds:
If |x'-x"| does not exceed a, then \f(x',y)-f(x",y)\=3e.
Consequently we have for the difference of the values of (15) along the parallel
In other words, in the interval (a, b) may be found a subinterval in which the variation of F(x) does not exceed Çx = 6e(d -c).
The conclusion concerning the pointwise discontinuous character of F(x) which has been stated previously in theorem VI of the introduction, follows at once in the manner explained in §1.
Consider next the difference quotient f*/(x+Ax,y)-/(x,y) -I ' ~sr dy-
If f(x, y) has a derivative with respect to x, the application of the mean-value theorem gives for the value of the right-hand member f'x(x+6-Ax,y)dy, where 6 is a number between 0 and 1 which varies with y. If, now, f'fx, y) is continuous in x and y separately, there is a strip of T between two appropriately chosen parallels x = x ± 8, within which the variation of fi"x(x, y) for constant y will not exceed 3e. Hence when x and x 4 Ax both lie between these limits for x, we have I ff'x(x+eAx,y)dyff'x(x,y)dy S3e(d-c).
The interval (x' -8, x + 8) and the corresponding strip of T may now be substituted in place of (a, b) and the field T, and the argument may be repeated with a smaller value of e. Continuing in this way we obtain with diminishing e a series of intervals contained each in the interior of the preceding and having for their limit a point x at which
As the argument applies to any portion of (a, b), the first part of theorem VII is established.
The second part of the theorem follows from the remark that in the succession of strips diminishing with e the variation of f'x(x, y) for constant y does not exceed 3e, so that the variation of FA*) = £/'A*,y)fo does not exceed 3e(»J -c).
The limiting point x is therefore a point of continuity of Fx(x).
§ 5. On series. Let S(x) = ux(x) + u2(x) + ■■■ be a series, whose terms are continuous in (a, b) and which converges at every point of this interval.
Denote by S.n(x) the sum of the first n terms of the series. To each point x¿ of the interval a number nt can be so assigned that
If e is fixed and a sufficiently large N is selected, the set of points x = q{ for which n.<iN will be everywhere dense in some subinterval, (a', b'). Let Q denote this set of points.
Contract this interval so much as may be necessary to make the variation of the continuous function SN(x) within (a ,b') less than e. Then for and q2, any two points of Q, we have that is to say, the variation of S(x) in (a , b') over the set Q does not exceed 6e.
Consider next a point p in (a, V) which does not belong to Q. A fixed value N' = N can be found such that As the points q{ are everywhere dense in (db'), one of these points be found so near to p that ¡S^p)-Syr(qi)\<e'. Since also I <Mfc)-*(&).<•.
it follows from the last three inequalities that (17) \S(p)-S(q{)\<e+2e'.
But e' is arbitrary. We conclude therefore from (16) and (17) converges at every point of an interval (a, b) and each term of the series is a continuous function of x, the sum of the series can be at most only pointwise discontinuous in (a, b) (Baire).* This theorem was first proved by Osgood f for the case in which the limit is a * Loo. oit., p. 62, or Bericht, p. 224. continuous function, and he showed, moreover, that the points of uniform convergence* are everywhere dense. Recently HoBSONf has proved that the points of uniform convergence are also dense in the more comprehensive case considered in theorem VIII.
This conclusion results also from the proof given above, for it can be shown at once that all the points of continuity for »S(x) obtained through the demonstration are points of uniform convergence.
Take, in fact, any one of these points.
It can be made first the center of an interval (a, ß) in which the variation of »5(x) is less than e. But it also lies in an interval ( a', 6' ) in which the points q. are everywhere dense.
For any of these points we had (18) \Sn(qi)~S(qi)\<e (,t,).
In the vicinity of any point p of (a , b') we can find a point q. so near that, for given n and e', \S.(P)-Sn(q()\<e'.
But for two points q. andp interior to (a, ß),
\S(qi)-S(p)\<e.
Hence from the last three inequalities (19) \Sn(p)-S(p)\^2e (n>N).
The two inequalities (18), (19) hold simultaneously for the common portion of (a', b') and (a, ß), and consequently the center of (a, ß) is, as stated, a point of uniform convergence.
* By a point of uniform convergence is to be understood one which, for any arbitrarily assigned », can be enclosed in an inteival in which \S(x) -S"(x)\<e (n>X) for all values of x and for a sufficiently large N. tProceedings of the London Mathematical Society, vol. 34 (1902 ), p. 245, or Acta Math em ática, vol. 27 (1903 , p. 209. An earlier proof was given in Townsend's dissertation (Göttingen, 1900), p. 68.
